Abstract
Introduction
The mobility of the population has always been important within the context of socioeconomic and technical-technological points of view. However, there is an increasingly important ecological aspect regarding sustainable development. The main cases of technical-technological aspects can be seen in motorized vehicles, where, through emission standards, the harm from exhaust gases in the environment and in regard to the population is reduced.
Vehicles that use electricity for driving have minimum direct impacts on the environment, especially if the electricity is produced in such a way that it does not pollute the environment. In any event, for densely-populated urban environments, such as large cities, it would be extremely favorable if people were to use electrically-driven vehicles for mobility. This would represent the minimum impact on the environmentno harmful exhaust emissions, which is still a major problem in most cities. Electricpowered trams, trolleybuses, metros, and, more recently, electric cars and buses already are used in cities. However, a problem with today's urban mobility is that it takes place mainly at ground level, and, as a result, streets and city roads are very busy, thus causing congestion. In larger cities, where the demands for transportation services are greater, transport also takes place underground using subways. Regrettably, spaces at ground levels in cities remain unexploited.
As a subsystem of a transport system, cable car transport holds a specific place because it makes accessible those places that are interesting from the aspect of tourism as well as those that are difficult to access via other transport subsystems (Sever 2002) . Cable car transport is carried out using cable cars that encompass all-aerial cable car facilities. Cable cars use ropes and are usually electrically-powered, but they rarely are used in urban areas; rather, they are used primarily for tourism, especially winter ski resorts. In these areas, in addition to technological efficiency, the economic efficiency of cable car transport has improved, as presented by Brida et al. (2014) . In urban environments, funiculars, which came into service as early as the 19 th century, mostly are used to transport people to locations that are at higher altitudes, especially in regard to tourism; however, they work only over short distances depending on the terrain relief.
Cable cars, especially those operating above ground level (aerial cable cars), have great potential for use in urban environments. Their operation can relieve traffic on the surface in the cities. The problem is that they do not have large capacities for transporting passengers; the maximum capacity for aerial cable cars is 4,000 persons /h. Therefore, they are not competitive relative to other options of passenger transport in urban centers. However, in larger cities such as Medellin, New York, Portland, Caracas, Rio de Janeiro, and La Paz, they already are used as parts of the public transport network. Research towards the direction that aerial cable cars should have greater capacities has not been conducted to date. Funiculars are used for greater capacities in mountainous areas, which go on or under the surface and are faster.
The purpose of this paper is to present new solutions that use existing technology for passenger transport by rope, so that this mode of transport could become more competitive compared to other types of passenger transport in urban areas. Comparisons with existing modes of transport in urban environments also are made and presented, as are the potential advantages and disadvantages of the proposed solutions.
Overview of Previous Research
The uses of cable cars in non-urban environments, especially in mountainous areas and for tourism, have been well studied, but the use of these systems in urban areas and city centers as part of public transport networks have not. Technical solutions on cable cars are fairly well described in various books (such as Doppelmayr 1997; Günthner 1999; Nejez 2006 ).
The issue regarding the uses of different types of cable cars and comparisons with other transport systems in an urban environment are presented in a study by Clement-Werny et al. (2011) , in which an economic analysis of the construction of existing cable car systems also was given. Experience using gondolas as public transport has occurred more often in various cities of South America. In Medellin, aerial gondola lines were built for use in public transport because bus transport was very badly organized and the transport area is mountainous and difficult to access. Gondolas were built to improve accessibility for poor people who live in these areas of the city. Interestingly, it was observed that better transport accessibility using cable cars also raised real estate prices near the cable car stations, which also was mentioned in research by Bocareo et al. (2014) . As Medellin is a representative example of the use of cable cars in public transport, this case has been discussed by many authors, including Heinrichs and Bernet (2014) , Dávila (2013) , Bocareo et al. (2014) , and Brand and Dávila (2011) .
Recently, La Paz built gondolas as part of its public transport system, with three gondolas operating with a total length of 10 km (ISR 2015) . Cableways also have been built as public transport in the U.S. Portland, Oregon, has an aerial tramway that carries commuters between the Oregon Health & Science University campus (with a hospital) and the city's South Waterfront district, where there is a lower station adjacent to a stop on the Portland Streetcar line. In Telluride and the Montain Village in Colorado, a gondola serves as free public transportation. In other parts of the world, cable cars are used as parts of urban transport systems primarily for tourism purposes. Future trends in the use of cable cars also were indicated by Wu et al. (2013) , who noted that cable cars in China play an important role in diverse urban transport networks.
Characteristics of Cable Car Transport and Comparison with Other Modes of Transport
Cable car transport is carried out using aerial cable cars, surface lifts, and funiculars (Doppelmayr 1997 (Nikšić 2010) • No need of surfaces for transport
• High level of traffic safety (according to Oplatka [2008] , the rate of injuries in Switzerland was 7,8 persons per 100 million passengers)
• Comfortable transport in the air by rope (vibrations occur only when vehicles pass over the roller batteries)
• No need for the additional weight of a drive mechanism and fuel in the vehicle According to operating principles, aerial cable cars are divided into aerial tramways and gondolas. Aerial tramways (jig-back ropeways, reversible aerial ropeways) transport passengers using one or two cabins that move back and forth on cables.
Their maximum speed is 12 m/s or 43.2 km/h (CEN 2004). With only two cabins, they can overcome greater inclines than gondolas, the span between the pylons can be extraordinarily long (more than 1 km) so they can overcome major gaps and precipices, and they are suitable for distances up to 3 km. The cabins stop completely at stations, so passengers have enough time to enter or exit. As only two cabins are available, they have small capacities (200 persons per cabin, max. 2,000 persons/h), and the average waiting time of passengers at the station is longer; the times of entry and exit (dwell times) also are longer than gondolas.
Gondolas are uni-directional aerial cable cars with circulating vehicles (cabins). They consist of several cabins that can carry up to 30 persons each and have greater capacities than aerial cars, up to 4,000 persons/h. The speed is slower than aerial cars, with a maximum of 7 m/s for bi-cable gondolas and a maximum of 6 m/s for monocable gondolas (CEN 2004) . Dwell times are shorter than aerial cars, as the cabins are smaller. Passengers do not need to wait for the vehicles at the station, as the vehicles constantly come and go. The spans between the pylons are smaller than aerial tramways because there is more than one vehicle on the rope at a time, and the lengths of gaps and precipices over which cabins can travel are smaller than for the aerial tramways. When at a station, cabins do not stand still but move slowly through the station, which can make it difficult for persons with disabilities and older adults to enter. Time of entry into the cabin is limited depending on the speed and length of the platform.
Gondolas are the more suitable for public passenger transport, which requires maximum capacity. Aerial tramways are faster; the speed of a gondola-21-25 km/h-is less than the average speeds of buses in urban centers. Tirachini (2013) measured the average speed of city buses, at 38.9 km/ h, which during peak hours reduces to 34.4 km/ h. The speeds of cable cars are low but, in the case of gondolas, the vehicles come constantly into stations and passengers do not need to wait for them. Aerial cable car lines can travel outside over streets and buildings, and the distance between the stations can be shorter.
It is clear that the capacities of aerial cars are not competitive with the existing, moreused modes of passenger transport in urban centers. According to the Transport Research Board (2003) and Clement-Werny et al. (2011) , types of transport in urban centers have the following capacities:
• Single traffic lane for passenger cars -up to 9,000 persons/h (2,250 passenger cars/h, 4 persons per vehicle)
• Metro -up to 36,000 persons/h
• Buses within mixed traffic -up to 1,250 persons/h
• Light rail on streets -to 11,800 persons/h (tram)
• Bus lanes -up to10,000 persons/h
• Bus rapid transit -9,000-35,000 persons/h (Transmilenio Bogotá)
• Light rail -up to 19,000 persons/h (exclusive row)
• Heavy rail -up to 49,000 persons/h These capacities may vary under different conditions of use, but they are much greater compared to the capacities of aerial cable cars, which have maximum capacities of up to 2,000 persons/h for an aerial tramway and up to 4,000 persons/h for gondolas.
Dwell times are short for gondolas, as the cabins are small (usually 6-8 persons, maximum 30). Average dwell time for a bus of 10 people is around 22 seconds and for 30 people around 43 seconds, as noted Rexfelt et al. (2014) . A problem for buses can be the times necessary for payment and validation of tickets; for cable cars, this can be done outside the vehicle before entering the platform.
Methodology
Based on existing operating modes of cable cars, a geometrical model of a station was developed that included all the essential elements that affect passenger entry and exit. A CAD program was used for implementing this geometric model, with the possibility of 3D modeling. Based on the geometric model, a model was established for calculating the capacities and other properties of cable cars. The same methodology was used for new proposals of cable cars with improved characteristics. First, a geometric design that included new ideas presented in this paper (see Figures 2, 3, and 6) was implemented within the model and then was based on the establishment of a calculation model. Based on the results, the new model of cable car was compared with existing systems of passenger transport in urban environments.
Existing Procedures and New Models of Passenger Entry and Exit
Depending on the identified limitations of cable car transport, primarily small capacity, it should be possible to increase the capacities of gondolas by using two platforms for entry and exit at stations.
Operating gondolas with detachable grips within a station is as follows. When the vehicle is connected to the rope and located on the line, it moves with the speed of a cable car on the line (V C ). When it comes into the station, the grip detaches from the rope, and the cabin starts to brake by using friction discs with rubber rings that touch the top of the grip. When the cabin reaches a low speed within the station (V S ), it moves by friction conveyor through the station. The doors open and the exit starts, and then passengers enter the cabins. After the turn, when the cabin reaches the end of the platform, the doors close and acceleration begins. The grip attaches to the rope, and the cabin leaves the station at the speed of a cable car on the line (V C ).
Calculations were made based on Težak (2012) On the basis of the maximum speed of vehicles in the station and the minimum spacing between vehicles in the station, the minimum interval between vehicles can be calculated:
Existing System of Entry and Exit for Gondolas
The existing system for gondolas is to use only one platform for boarding (Figure 1) . The vehicle has a maximum speed of 0.5 m/s, and the minimum distance between vehicles in a station is 0.5 m (CEN 2004).
FIGURE 1.
Existing system of gondolas -passenger entry and exit in station As only one platform is used, the minimum intervals between vehicles in the station and on the line are the same:
where,
Δt c = interval between vehicles on the line (s)
The maximum capacity of the gondola depends on the minimum interval between vehicles and the number of persons in the vehicle. If the number of persons in the vehicle is 8, the theoretical capacity of the gondola is:
Q c = capacity of the gondola (persons/h) However, in practice, the minimum interval of 7 s by the gondolas is not applied. Only for chair lifts and surface lifts are such small intervals used (CEN 2004) . For gondolas with the highest capacities, the interval between vehicles is somewhere around 12 s. For example, a gondola in Medellin has a capacity of 3,000 persons/h, 10 persons in one vehicle, and intervals between vehicles of 12 s (Brand 2011) . Gondolas with the highest capacities have cabins with several passengers and achieve maximum capacities of somewhere around 4,000 persons/h.
The described example shows that more vehicles could not be accommodated within stations, as the calculation is made based on the minimum required spacing between vehicles in the station. The spacing between the vehicles on the line depends on the relationship between the speed of the vehicles in the station and the speed on the line: The maximum speed for a cable car with a closed carrier (gondola) with one carryinghauling rope is 6 m/s, which has 12 s of interval between vehicles and a space between vehicles of 72 m. If the calculated space between vehicles is lower than 42 m, then there would be insufficient space in the station between vehicles. When comparing the distances between cable cars and distances between vehicles in road transport, it can be see that the distance of 42 m or 72 m is quite high (in cases in which vehicle speeds are low), and there are possibilities for reducing this space. Also, the interval between vehicles on the cable car line, which in this case is 7 s, is fairly high and is much greater than for transport by road.
System with Two Platforms for Entry and Exit of Gondolas
A system with two station platforms for gondolas is shown in Figure 2 . Two platformsone internal and one external-are placed at the same level. Each platform has a separate line for vehicle braking, transporting, and accelerating, and both platforms use the same zone for detaching and attaching grips on the rope. Cabin entry into the station for both platforms is at the same place, and when it detaches from the rope, it starts braking for the internal or external platform. Cabins alternate between the internal and external platforms. The procedure of entry and exit from slowly-moving cabins takes place separately at the internal and external platforms, where acceleration of the cabins is separate. Only before the zone of attaching the grips onto the rope, where the cabin has the same speed as the rope (V C ), do the internal and external lines merge. All cabins leave the station at the same place. Passenger access to the internal platform runs through the underpass under the external platform.
This system could solve the problem of distances between vehicles that are too great on the line of the cable cars.
In this case, vehicle speeds (0.5 m/s) and minimum distances between vehicles in the station (0.5 m) are the same as in Figure1 for the existing system of gondolas with one platform. It is also the same minimum time interval for vehicles in the station (7 s).
However, with the use of two platforms in the station, the minimum interval between vehicles on the line is reduced by twofold and at 3.5 s would already be close to the time intervals of passenger cars in road transport, which is around 2 s.
Δt c2 = interval between vehicles on the line for gondolas with two platforms (s)
It also would reduce the spaces between the vehicles on the line twofold:
where, Δ1 c2 = spacing between vehicles on line for gondolas with two platforms (m)
The capacities of gondolas with two platforms in the station would be increased twofold and in this case would be:
capacities of the gondolas with two platforms (persons/h)
The disadvantage of this system is that due to the larger radius of the line on the external platform, there would be a greater number of cabins, as in the internal platform, which would increase the costs of the device. Cabins would not leave the station in the same order as they entered the station. As there would be two platforms, the surface of the floor in the station would have to be much greater. This weakness could be removed by using two platforms on two different floors, as shown in Figure 3 . Each floor would have separate lines for the braking, transporting, and acceleration of cabins. In this case, the surface of the ground plan in the station would be smaller and the number of vehicles in the station less than if both platforms were on the same level ( Figure 2 ).
Transportation Characteristics of Gondolas with Two Platforms
The described system of gondolas with two platforms, which would reduce the distances between vehicles on the line, could increase the capacity of cable cars twofold and, therefore, the cable cars could reach capacities of up to 8,000 persons/h. Such capacity would be comparable to the capacities of other high-performance systems designed to carry persons in public passenger transport. The top speed of such devices in relation to regulations would remain 6 m/s (21.6 km/h) for mono-cable systems and 7 m/s (25.2 km/h) for bi-cable systems. Figure 4 shows the transportation characteristics of certain types of cable cars. The maximum speeds and capacities are achieved by funiculars, but they are not aerial cable cars and do not have the advantages of transport in the air in urban centers, where there are crowded streets. The fastest aerial cable cars are aerial tramways, but they have small capacities. Gondolas with two platforms would have double the capacity of normal existing gondolas. System of two platforms for gondola on two different floors -passenger entry and exit
FIGURE 4.
Comparison between gondolas with two platforms and other types of cable cars A disadvantage of gondolas is also the difficulty of access for persons with disabilities and older adults because the vehicles in the station do not stop completely (as with aerial tramways or funiculars). To facilitate the entry of these passengers, it should be necessary to stop the gondola. If the gondola stops every 15 minutes, entry of persons with disabilities and older adults takes 30 seconds, and exit takes 30 seconds, the gondola stops 8 times per hour. This is 4 minutes of inactivity, which represents a 6.66% reduction in passenger capacity for gondolas.
A gondola has, by its implementation, a distinct safety advantage over a road vehicle. A sudden stop of the carrying-hauling rope will cause swaying of all cabins and the cabins will start rotating. The deceleration force would not eject passengers from the cabin (as in a car), but would work on the force of the passengers in a direction perpendicular to the ground of the rotating cabin. Therefore, there would be no collision between cabins after the sudden braking or stopping of the gondola ( Figure 5 ).
FIGURE 5.
Unique swaying of vehicles in event of sudden stop of gondola
In theory, in stations, different numbers of platforms could be added, which could be placed on different floors. However, if there are too many vehicles on the line, insufficient safety distances could occur, so, in accordance with regulations (CEN 2004) , longitudinal swaying of vehicles must be possible due to different effects such as impacts of wind, dynamic forces, etc.
Another advantage of gondolas is that they use small vehicles. This means that in the intermediate stations on the line, it is not necessary to stop all cabins, only those from which passengers exit. Special construction of intermediate stations, as shown in Figure  6 , could allow this. Using this measure, passengers in other cabins could smoothly travel to other or final stations. Figure 6 shows that every fourth cabin detached from the rope and wheel conveyor leads it to a lower level with the speed of the rope (V C ). Then, the grip detaches from the rope and the cabin starts braking by using friction discs with rubber rings, which touch the top of the grip. When the cabin reaches a low speed in the station (V S , which is less than 0.5 m/s), it moves by a friction conveyor through the station. The door opens, and passenger exit and entry from/into the cabins begins. After that, when the cabin reaches the end of the platform, the door closes and then starts accelerating to the speed of the rope. The wheel conveyor leads the cabin to the higher level, where the grip attaches to the rope, and the cabin leaves the station with the speed of the rope on the line (V C ). The advantage of such a station is that the cabin comes down to the level of the ground, which could be a street surface. The disadvantage is that more cabins in the station are necessary because they are slower-moving than other cabins on the rope. A cabin leaving the station must be attached at the same place on the rope as a cabin entering the station. 
Price Comparisons with Cable Car Systems
As stated by Clement-Werny at al. (2011) , investment costs of existing mono-cable gondolas in mountain areas are as follows:
• Drive station -3,000,000 €
• Intermediate station -1,500,000 €
• Return station -1,000,000 €
• Cabin (8-10 person) -30,000 €
• Pylon -100,000 €
• Carrying-hauling rope -100,000 € (Brand and Davila 2011) . In Maribor, the new cable car was set up on the old site, which meant that the land was already purchased. In Medellin, a new cable car was set up at a new location in the city, which is a more expensive investment.
Thus, the average price for mono-cable gondolas per km length in Medellin for the line L was $11.6 million US/km, and in Maribor it was $5.5 million US/km.
Is a gondola with two platforms in the stations less expensive than the two parallel gondolas with the existing configuration in the stations? The construction characteristics of cable cars are calculated according to the maximum force on the rope, which depends of the altitude, force of friction, weight of cargo, weights of rope and empty vehicles, and tension and dynamic forces at the drive device (Nejez 2006) . A disadvantage of mono-cable gondolas is that the weight of the carrying-hauling rope is quite high. The weight ratio of cargo, empty cabins, and carrying-hauling rope is somewhere around 30:30:40. So if the increase in capacity is twofold, then the increased weight of cargo, the number of cabins, and the weight of carrying-hauling rope also are twofold.
At twice the maximum tension force on the rope, the diameter of the rope has to increase by 41%, so the weight of the rope per meter doubles. The pylons need to be stronger, roller batteries would have to have sheaves with larger diameters, and the number of sheaves in the roller battery would have to be greater. The drive system of a cable car with a twofold greater capacity also would have to have double power of the electric motor. The costs for intermediate stations would be similar to existing conventional gondolas and gondolas with two platforms at the ending stations. Similarly, the cost of a drive station and a return station would not be twice as expensive.
In the end, it can be concluded that the price of gondolas with two platforms in stations would be slightly lower than for two parallel conventional gondolas. However, the gondola would have a greater impact on visual appearance in urban environments and would be better if using only one line instead of two. It is estimated that the cost for a gondola with two platforms at the ending stations, which would achieve a capacity of 6,000-8,000 persons/h, would be $11-20 million US per km of line. Depending on the observed values of the investment costs in the public transport system, as delivered by Gardner (1996) , this would be higher than the price of investment in a tramway transport system ($5-15 million US per km), which has a similar capacity.
Conclusion
Cable car transport has many advantages compared with other modes of passenger transport, such as clean electricity drive, high levels of safety for passengers, and quiet operation. The most important characteristic is that cable car transport can be installed in the air over streets in urban areas, independent of congestion. However, cable cars, in spite of the advantages, still cannot achieve certain characteristics of other modes of transport, such as capacity or number of passengers per hour.
This paper has demonstrated that cable car transport can become competitive with other types of passenger transport in urban areas. With additional platforms in gondola stations, it is possible to achieve reduced distance (intervals and spacing) between vehicles on the line and increase capacity. In this way, the necessary surfaces for passenger entry and exit in the cabins increases, which is necessary for passenger transport with large capacities. More important, any given solution would have to take into account the existing technologies related to gondolas, such as detachable grips, acceleration and braking of cabins, and use of existing wheel conveyors that are moving vehicles through the station. The difference would be that there would be two separate platforms in the stations with systems for the braking, moving, and accelerating of cabins. Even while on the line, the same technology would be used, except the vehicles on the line would be better sorted, which would increase the efficiencies of the cable cars.
Gondolas also have advantages because of smaller vehicles. This means that at intermediate stations on a line, it would not be necessary to stop all cabins, but only those in which passengers would like to exit; other vehicles could freely travel to the other stations. Gondolas with two platforms in a station with twofold greater capacity would be more expensive but not twice as expensive as existing conventional gondolas with one platform. The price for a mono-cable gondola with two platforms in a station would be $11-20 million US per km.
